THE TECH

BLUFF CALLED!

As is customary at this time of year the valiant inquirers of The Tech are going to make another attempt to induce the technique board to do battle for the championship of Institute activities in the renowned American game of baseball.

HENCE.
The Tech therefore does hereby challenge technique to meet them in a game of clean baseball at some time during junior week, the exact time to be arranged by the General Manager of The Tech and the editor-in-chief of technique. (In case the editor-in-chief has not recovered from his twiight sleep, the business manager or his assistant is to act).

The Tech, knowing technique as it does and owing to the fact that the offices are not so far apart the former might wish, doubtless whether the techniques will have the nerve or stamina to accept this challenge. The low brow crew that swelled last year's bundle of junk were duly handed a mitten by us and after accepting the intended insult by glaring revolting literature upon our front door refused to show tiup and be trimmed on account of a slight grizzle which they thought might spoil their bats. As a result The Tech was left with a perfectly good "third base umpire" on their side.\n
REGIMENTAL INSPECTION

Today at three o'ock the Technology Regiment will be inspected by Adjutant General Charles H. Cole of the Massachusetts Volunteers, assisted by the following staff: Major William J. Casey, and Captains Charles T. Dukelow, William H. Reinhart, Frank M. Gunby, Dana T. Gallup, James D. Coady and William J. Kelville. This will be the first official review by the state authorities.

M. E. SOCIETY

The M. E. Society will arrange a trip to the Watertown Arsenal on Monday the 12th. This inspection tour is especially for the enjoyment of the Juniors of the Society, but any member of the Faculty to look with favor on the Techsnique will have the nerve or stamina to accept this challenge. The low brow crew that swelled last year's bundle of junk were duly handed a mitten by us and after accepting the intended insult by glaring revolting literature upon our front door refused to show tiup and be trimmed on account of a slight grizzle which they thought might spoil their bats. As a result The Tech was left with a perfectly good "third base umpire" on their side.

HAPPINESS is somethin' we carry inside of us an' bring out once in a while. A ca'm spri't an' a peaceful pipe of VELVET 'll bring as much happiness t' th' surface as if it cost a hundred dollars.

He buys a tin of VELVET—s a metal-lined bag of this Kentucky's Burley de Luxe with that aged-in-the-wood mellowness.

W ith three offices, conveniently located in different sections of Boston, the Old Colony Trust Company offers exceptional banking facilities for Technology men.

Modern safe deposit vaults at all offices.

ITALIAN Restaurant
TABLE d'Hote
DINNER 5 to 8,30
A LA CARTE
STRICTLY ITALIAN CUISINE
Italian Wines Music
BOYLSTON PLACE
Near Colonial Theatre
Tel. Oxford 2942
BOSTON, MASS